**Glazing**

All glazing is per project specifications. Duratherm can accommodate most configurations and make-ups from $\frac{1}{8}''$ single glazed to a maximum of $1\frac{3}{4}''$ security glass. Refer to the Glass and Glazing Guide in the Introduction section of this binder.

Clear glass opening: Unit height minus 4¼”, unit width minus 3½”.

**Sizing**

The minimums and maximums shown are intended as guidelines. For applications that exceed these ranges, please contact the factory for assistance.

### General

**WIDTH:**
- Minimum: 8” or per glazing restrictions.
- Maximum per glazing restrictions.

**HEIGHT:**
- Minimum: 8” or per glazing restrictions.
- Maximum per glazing restrictions.

### Frame Depths

- Standard frame depth: 6¼”
- Minimum frame depth *: 4”
- Maximum frame depth: 10”

* Contact factory for frame depths less than 6¼”.

Approved for hurricane impact applications. See Test Results section for additional information.